
For a company that designs spaces to help people work, learn and care for themselves, introducing a
hybrid showcase to support our collective move towards hybrid working was a natural ‘next step’ for
Steelcase. Working with Hickory as a real estate partner, Steelcase’s Market Lane-located showroom
blends retail flagship with hybrid workspace.

This latest brand destination sheds light on the future of work and workspace, with Lloyd Thomas, senior
interior designer with Steelcase, tackling the challenges of hybrid working by utilizing the Steelcase Flex
Collection that adapts to and changes for each user’s needs.

“Australia is a growing market for Steelcase, where we needed a space that could both represent our
brand and also connect with the local community and culture of Melbourne. Hickory was selected as a
real estate partner as their brand values and ethos aligned with our own, which we believed would
create a great synthesis,” says Thomas.

“We aspired to create a space that reflected not only the culture and context of Melbourne but also
reflected the hybrid work experience. Melbourne is itself a progressive, young city, where we saw the
potential to create something that spoke to the future of work but also felt very much a part of
Melbourne.”

Over the course of the pandemic, long periods of working from home have redefined what the role of
the workplace will now be. The need for connection and community has never been stronger.

“For Steelcase, authenticity is an important aspect of our spatial experience. We want our spaces to
reflect not only our breadth of products but also our workplace strategies and research. Our product
ecosystems are powerful workplace tools, adapting to new hybrid work experiences,” says Thomas.

“So, for our Melbourne showroom, we wanted the space to be able to function as an office too, with all
the tools and equipment necessary to support ‘working better’. Our aim for customers was to create an
experience that highlighted not only our product ecosystems, but also spoke to the changing nature of
work, and rapidly changing market.”

The space is multi-modal and houses different zones that highlight the brand’s adaptability to various
work environments and floorplans. Key products such as Steelcase’s Flex Collection can be easily moved
and reconfigured around the space to harbour different working and hosting modes.
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The showroom allows the people to decide how to control the space. The entrance has informal spaces
for casual customer interactions. An open collaboration zone, easily adjustable in size, allows for groups
digitally and physically to connect. There are also workspaces shielded away for privately focused work.
The seamless transitions between these spaces highlight Steelcase’s goals: to explore the possibility of
a redefined office space.

Together, all these products from the Steelcase Flex Collection form a powerful ecosystem for group or
teamwork, but can also be separated for more private moments of respite,” says Thomas. Access to
hybrid working technology, such as mobile video conferencing, portable mobile power and areas of
privacy help complete the hybrid work experience and ensure seamless integration across platforms.

“Architecturally, we made sure to keep the space open and free of intrusions; multi-modal. This allowed
us to zone the space through product, allowing for maximum flexibility. The furniture and applications
we selected formed ecosystems that worked with one another, demonstrating how you could transition
easily between different modes of work, following our Work Better workplace strategy,” he says on the
aimed experience.

There is a hesitation to return to the office. The tools and experience Steelcase provide, however,
confront this challenge. Steelcase takes a bold step – blending between open to private spaces to
utilising furniture that adapts and works to care for you.

“We have workstations for more focused work, open areas for collaboration, as well as more sheltered
spots for privacy and socialising with colleagues. So in this way, the challenge of the office will be to
foster this sense of belonging, to provide experiences that shift easily and make people feel safe.”

“A large proportion of our product portfolio aims to help solve these needs; to create experiences that
bring the energy, spirit and sense of community back to the office.”
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